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Dear Parents,
FEES 2021
What a difficult and challenging year it has been for us all and, undoubtedly, we will still have
further challenges to meet as we move slowly to the end of COVID 19 restrictions and beyond.
I would like to thank Mrs Batt, the staff and all parents for the outstanding efforts made during
the pandemic in ensuring, as much as possible, our high standard of children’s education has
continued albeit remotely, and in school for the children of Key Workers, over the past year.
My fellow Governors and I are hopeful that further restrictions and disruption to your children’s
education will not be necessary and to that end we are continuing with our stringent separation
and hygiene regime in accordance with Government Guidelines now that we are again fully
operational and the vaccine programme is progressing.
The Governors have to be mindful of the school’s continuing financial viability and despite the
school’s cost base increasing, as a result of the additional measures being put in place, we have
agreed that there will not be an increase in the school fees for the coming year. We will however
keep this decision under review and fees will undoubtedly rise in the future. The fees for the
coming year are:
Prep
£3990
Pre Prep
£3890
Reception
£3875
Pre School
£3575
We hope that this direct financial support to you will be helpful, as we move out of lockdown
with businesses and the economy getting back into full swing.
It is unlikely that we will be allowed to bring staff, pupils and parents together in our normal
fashion for speech day this year. Mrs Batt and the staff will keep you posted on alternative
arrangements which as always will adhere to Government Guidelines.
Yours sincerely

Graham Jukes OBE
Chair of Governors
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